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Abstract. Time series of ocean properties provide
a measure of global ice volume and monitor key
features of the wind-driven and density-driven circulations over the past 400,000 years. Cycles with
periodsnear 23,000, 41,000, and 100,000 years dominate this climatic

narrative.

When

the narrative

is

examined in a geographicarray of time series, the
phase of each climatic oscillation is seen to progress
through the system in essentially the same geo-

graphic sequencein all three cycles. We argue that
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the 23,000- and 41,000-year cycles of glaciation are
continuous, linear responses to orbitally driven
changes in the Arctic radiation budget; and we use
the phase progressionin each climatic cycle to identify the main pathways along which the initial, local
responsesto radiation are propagated by the atmosphere and ocean. Early in this progression, deep
waters of the Southern Ocean appear to act as a carbon trap. To stimulate new observations and modeling efforts, we offer a processmodel that gives a synoptic view of climate at the four end-member states
needed to describe the system's evolution, and we
propose a dynamic system model that explains the
phase progressionalong causal pathways by specifying inertial constants in a chain of four subsystems.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

What causedthe Pleistoceneice ages? Since the
middle of the nineteenth century, when geologists
first tracked the expansion and retreat of ice sheets
on land, this question has dominated research on

past climates. Initially, the successionof glacial
and interglacial ages appeared to be irregularly
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spaced in time. However, during the 1960s and
1970s, when geologistslearned to read and date the
climatic record in ocean sediments, evidence
mounted that glacial variability over the past halfmillion years exhibits a distinct pattern that is dominated by cycleswith periodsnear 23,000, 41,000, and
100,000 years. This finding rekindled interest in the
Milankovitch theory [Milankovitch, 1930] and led
eventually to a demonstration that the astronomical
cycles of precession, obliquity, and eccentricity
[Berger, 1978a] are climatically important influences [Mesolella et al., 1969; Broecker and van

Donk, 1970; Hays et al., 1976; Imbrie et al., 1984]. It
is now widely believed that these astronomical in-

fluences, through their control of the seasonaland
latitudinal distribution of incident solar radiation,
either drive the major climate cycles externally or
set the phase of oscillations that are driven interna]]y.
The Pleistocene ice ages therefore provide an opportunity to test ideas about the mechanisms of the
climate system's response to a known external forc-

ing. Apart from the daily and annual cycles, such
opportunities are rare. The numerical modeling
communityhas respondedto this opportunityby conducting a considerable number of experiments.
Some of these use models of the general circulation
(GCMs) to simulate the system's equilibrium responseto a boundary conditionfixed at someparticular point in the cycle of radiation [Royer et al., 1984;
Kutzbach and Guetter, 1986; Mitchell et al., 1988;
Rind et al., 1989]. Others use low-order models to
simulate the time-dependent response to a variable
Milankovitch forcing [Le Treut and Ghil, 1983;
Maasch and Saltzman, 1990; DeBlonde and Peltier,

1991; Gall•e et al., 1992] or to examine the system's
responseto changesin a particular orbital parameter
[Short et al., 1991].
Our purposeis to provide an array of observations
showing how key parts of the system varied at Milankovitch frequencies over the past 400 kyr (kyr =
1000 years). Becausethe systemalsovaries at higher
and lower frequencies, we use standard techniques
of spectra] analysis to focus attention on the three
main cycles. The same techniques have helped to
identify and evaluate physical mechanisms that
govern the semiannual, annual, quasi-biennial,
and E1 Nifio cycles [Rasmusson and Carpenter,
1982]. As applied to the Milankovitch problem, this
approach allows us to compare the amplitude and
phase of the forcing function in each Milankovitch
cycle with the amplitude and phase of the system's
responsein a global array of sites. Finding that the
responseover much of our array forms a progressive
wave that has the same basic geographicpattern in
all three cycles, we then attempt to account for this
simple cyclic structure by developing a conceptual
model of the governing processes. Although we
think that this mode] is physically plausible and
hope that it will provoke useful discussion and stim-
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ulate new observational and modeling efforts, we
make no claim that it is a uniqueway of explaining
our observationsor that we have explored all its implications in sufficient depth.
In particular, two predictionsof our mode]cry out

for additional testing against independent data.
One predictionis that the initial responseto external
forcing is a changein the intensity of convectionto
intermediate depthsin the Iceland gyre. In the modern ocean,densewaters producedin this way overflow the Denmark

Strait

and form the lower North

Atlantic Deep Water (NADW). Although published
informationon the geologicalhistory of this key processstrikes us as being consistentwith the prediction, we know of no data which decisivelyconfirm or
deny it. The other prediction is that early in each
glaciation cycle, deep waters of the Southern Ocean
act as a carbon trap. Here there is a conflict in the
evidenceprovided by two different indicators of carbon chemistry. Our model takes the evidence of

/•513Cat facevalue and disregardsthe contraryindications given by observations of Cd/Ca at some
sites.

One challengein describingany model of the ice
agesis to devisea comprehensible
way of displaying
information in a spaceof many dimensions. In our
case, the number of dimensionsexceeds12: geographic position (3), time (1), frequency (3), insolation forcing (1+), and the climatic responses of ice
sheets, surface ocean, subsurface ocean, and land

(4+). Althoughwe have doneourbestto simplifydata
display, readers will still be faced with a number of
complex figures. However, two of our discoveries

make it possibleto presentour modelof the glaciation processin quite a compactway. First, the time
evolutionof the systemcan be describedreasonably
well in a spacedefined by four extreme end-member
states. Second,the geographicsequenceof responses
in all three of the major cyclesis essentiallythe
same. This allows us to describea single"generic"
cycle.
2.

SAMPLING

STRATEGY

Our first task is to constructa geographic
array of
time series. Where shouldthey be located? Early
work on ice-agedynamicspointedto the importance
of physical feedback mechanismsthat operate at
high latitudes: in the atmosphere,on land, and in
various parts of the cryosphere and surface ocean

[Birchfieldand Weertman, 1983; Budd and Smith,
1987]. More recently, the dramatic demonstrationin
ice coresthat glacial cyclesare strongly correlated
with atmospheric C02 made it clear that major
changes
in the carboncycle- and thereforechanges
in deep oceancirculation- must also play a role in
the ice age story[Neftel et al., 1982;Broecker,1982;
Barnola et al., 1987]. This discoveryforced an expansion of observationaland modeling strategies
put forwardto "solve"the ice ageproblem,with atten-
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tion now focused on the export of NADW and on
chemical changes in the Southern Ocean that are

linked to this export [Broeckerand Peng, 1989]. Our
objectivethereforeis to build an observationalarray
that monitors conditionsat many different sites in a
global, three-dimensional system. Practica] considerations require that we emphasize ocean
records.

How long shouldthese time seriesbe? Ideally, all
time series in our array should cover an interval
several times longer than the longest cycle of interest (the 100-kyr cycle). Unfortunately, it is not possible to attain

this ideal.

Suitable

sediments are not

preserved at many sites where geological observations are badly needed, and at several important
sites where long records are in fact preserved, technical problems make it difficult to establish a time
scale that is sufficiently accurate for our purpose.
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cal data from the modern oceanare available for
comparison(section 4.5). We exclude from consideration any long oceanrecord that lacks a detailed

5•80stratigraphy.
To thisoceanarray,we addtwo
time seriesof dust accumulation.These reflect con-

tinentalaridity in China(Figure1, variable3) and
Arabia (Figure 1, variable 4).

Most of the observations
in this array have already been published. Our main contributionis to

placetheserecords
ona common
chronology
andto
analyzethemstatistically
in exactlythe sameway.

The entire data set of over 10,000individualmeasurementsis available in digital form as SPECMAP

Archive2 at theNationalCenterforAtmospheric
Research
andat theNationalGeophysical
DataCenter,
bothin Boulder,
Colorado.Nearlyhalfofthearchive
is the set of 5x80 measurements
that providethe
stratigraphic framework.

Faced with this challenge,the scientificcommunity
has respondedwith two quite different observational
strategies,one based on •4C, the other on 5•80. Each
has its advantages and limitations. The first strat-

egy uses •4C dating of sedimentary sequenceswith
high accumulation rates to build a high-resolution
record of the past -25 kyr. This yields precise information about the last glacial-to-interglacial transition over a wide range of sites -- but providesno information about other time intervals, including
transitions from interglacial to glacial states. The

secondstrategy uses 5•80 to correlateand provide a

3. MODELING

STRATEGY

AND PROSPECTUS

In this paperwe concentrateon the 23-kyr and 41kyr cycles of glaciation. These prove to be so
strongly correlated with large changesin seasonal
radiation that we regardthem as continuous,essen-

tially linear responses
to the Milankovitchforcing.
In a subsequent
paperwe will removetheselinearly
forced components from each time series and exam-

ine the residual response. The residual responseis
dominatedby a 100-kyr cycle,which has twice the
amplitudeof the 23- and 41-kyr cyclescombined.In
the band of periodsnear 100 kyr, variationsin radiation correlatedwith climate are so small, compared

chronology for long deep-sea records that extend
back 500 kyr and beyond at open-oceansites. This
yields precise information about oceanic changes
occurring at Milankovitch frequencies over long
intervals of time but provides little information
about changes occurring on time scales shorter than
about 5 kyr.
Here •e combine these strategies. In sections 4
and 5, we constructan 5•sO-basedarray of climatic
time series that monitors many parts of the system
over the past 400 kyr at open-oceansites. Then, in
section6.4, we fill in some critical gaps with a set of
short, •4C-basedtime seriesthat allow us to examine
details of the response during the last transition
from a glacial to an interglacial state. We also

from 16 long (-400 kyr) time seriesabout the processeswhich govern the glacial cycles(sections5.1
and 5.2). The main difficultyin achievingthis objective is the small number of sites in our array
(Figure 1). To emphasizethis point, supposethat
thesesiteswereas denselydistributedas they are in

include some 5•sO-based time series that are too short

the GEOSECS and CLIMAP data bases we use to de-

for meaningful spectral analysis but allow us to examine the responsesat key locationsover the past 150
kyr. Because our focus is on the processof glaciation, we exclude low-latitude sites where previous
work has shownthat climate history is dominatedby
changes in the monsoon circulation [Prell and
Kutzbach, 1987; Mcintyre et al., 1989; Clemenset al.,
1991]. In fact, this strategy may well excludeconsideration of low-latitude processesthat could be important in changing the concentrationsof methane and
water vapor in the atmosphere. To the extent possi-

with variations correlated with the two shorter cli-

matic cycles,that the strengthof the 100-kyr climate
cyclemust result from the channelingof energyinto
this band by mechanismsoperatingwithin the climate system itself.

Our first objective here is to extract information

scribethe modern,"interglacial"state (Figure lb).

We couldthen producecontoured
sectionsshowing
the stateof the systemeveryfew thousandyearsand
(given suitable graphics in a large monograph)
watchthe systemevolvethroughmanycycles.In the
absenceof sucha completearray, we must ask simpler questions. Following Einstein's dictum -- as
simpleas possiblebut not simpler-- we ask,What is
the minimum number of end-member states needed

to describe the system's response over the Mi-

ble, we select ocean records that monitor elements of

lankovitchband? The answerwill be determined
by
the phasestructureof the systemvariables(Figure

the wind-driven and density-driven circulation
along a N-S Atlantic section where synoptic chemi-

2). As documentedin section5.3, most of the responses
observedin our array of longtime seriesfall
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Fig. 1. A strategyfor monitoringchangesin climatelinked to the Milankovitchcyclesof glaciationand radiation. Measurements of ocean water and ocean sedimentscompiledalong N-S sections(a) demonstrate that the

geometryof atmospheric
and oceanicflowtoday,whenthe systemis in an interglacialstate(b), is very different
from the last glacialmaximum,whenthe systemwas in a glacialstate(c). To discoverhow the systemoscillates
betweenthesestates,15 longtime seriesspanningthe past 400,000yearsare arrayednear thesesections.They
include calculated variations in summer radiation at 65øN (variable 1), records of land ice (variable 2), atmo-

sphericdust(variables3, 4), and recordsof surfaceand deepoceancirculationdocumented
in Table 1. Subsurface ;5x3Cdata for (b) from Kroopnick [1985], for (c) from Duplessy et al. [1988], as recontouredby Broecker
[1989]. Surfacedata from CLIMAP ProjectMembers[1981],Howard and Prell [1992], and Keffer et al. [1988].
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Fig. 2. Time-seriesmodelsof a glacial-interglacialcyclewith a single dominant period. In modelsa and b, the
responseof all variables to an unspecified forcing is in phase. This yields simultaneous, system-wide transitions
between glacial (G) and interglacial (IG) states, and a symmetric state-sequenceIG-G-IG-G (1-3-1-3...). In mod-

els c and d, the lagging phase of one•et of variables (y) yields additional, preglacial(PG) and deglacial(DG)
states, and an asymmetrical state-sequenceIG-PG-G-DG (1-2-3-4...). These relationships hold for both squarewave (a, c) and sinusoidal (b, d) responses.
into two discrete phase clusters. We therefore conclude that much of the observedvariability can be described in terms of four end-member states, which
we refer to as the interglacial, preglacial, glacial,
and deglacial states.
What processesgovern the system's response at
different phases of a cycle? Our answer is suggested
by the major finding summarized in section 5.4. In
most of the long records examined in this paper, the
main features of the phase spectrum are the same in
all three cycles: an early group of responses that
leads ice volume, and a late group that is on phase
with or slightly lags ice volume. Although the initial
responses are not represented in our long time series, it is clear from the phase of responsesin the precession and obliquity bands that these responses
must occur at high northern latitudes (section 6.3),
an inference for which we find support in some •4Cdated records (section 6.4).

The entire phase sequenceis the basis for a process
model (described in section 6.5 and summarized

in

Figure 3) that identifies the main pathways along
which climatic changesare propagated. This model
emphasizesthe ocean'srole as a heat pump and focuseson two different pathwaysalong which warmto-cold-water conversion occurs. Some of the con-

version occurs in the open waters of the North Atlantic Ocean, and some in more restricted waters of
the Nordic Sea (a term we will use to describe the Ice-

land, Norwegian, and Greenland seas [Hurdle,
1986; McCartney, 1992]). These pathways are (1)
open-ocean convection in the boreal Atlantic ("boreal

heat pump") and (2) overflow of intermediate waters
from the Nordic Sea into the Atlantic basin ("Nordic

heat pump"). Lehmanand Keigwin[1992a,b] refer to
these pathways as the upper and lower belts of the

globalconveyorcirculation[Broecker,1990].
We considerour model, which describesthe system'sevolutionin terms of four end-memberstates,
to be an extensionof a simplerconceptualmodeldeveloped by Broecker et al. [1985] and Broecker and

Denton [1989].

We envision a system varying
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cycle. The strengthof the globaloverturningcirculation(N. Atlantic heat pump)is shownby line thickness.
Warm-to-cold-waterconversionoccursin two branchesof this flow: (1) the borealheat pump (open-ocean
convection in the boreal Atlantic); and (2) the Nordic heat pump (overflowof Nordic intermediate waters). The
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NADW export flux [McC•rtney and Talley, 1984;
Lehman and Keigwin, 1992a, b]. One mode shift
(from a one-pump to a two-pump mode) occurred
about 14,000 (radiocarbon) years ago as the system
changedrapidly from a glacial, through a deglacial,

among four states and (as shown in Figure 4) exhibiting shifts between two modes of circulation.
Each mode is identified with a particular part of the
warm-to-cold-water conversion processin the North
Atlantic

that makes its own contribution

to the tota!
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overturningis more rapid than at present(in line with observationson the ventilation age of Pacificdeepwater).
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to an interglacial state (Figures 3 and 4). A mode
shift in the opposite direction (from a two-pump to a

one-pumpmode)occurrednear the end of the last interglacial (Stage 5e) as the systemshifted from an
interglacial through a preglacial toward a glacial
state. By suggesting
how the two mechanismswould
reinforce each other early in the deglaciation pro-

cess,our modelaccountsfor •4C evidencethat thermohaline overturning during deglaciation was
muchfaster than it is today [Shackletonet al., 1988;

Duplessyet al., 1991a]. The modelpredictsthat the
overturningand heat flux would be even slowerin a
preglacial state than it is in a glacial state (Figure
3).

As a final step in developingour ideas about the
governing processes,we consider what sourcesof inertia are required to explain the observed phase sequence. In section 6.6, these inferences are formalized as time constants in a quantitative, four-component system model.

forcing over all latitudes, all seasons,and all Milankovitch frequencies. However, in the absence of
such knowledge, spectra] methods provide a way of
partitioning a large and difficult problem into
smaller units that are easier to understand.

The statistical methods we use to achieve this partitioning in the frequency domain (spectra) and in
the time domain (filters) have been adapted from

standard procedures used in meteorology and

oceanography
[Imbrie et al., 1989]. After interpolating eachrecordat a constanttime interval, we first
estimate the variance-density spectrum of each
variable and then calculate coherency and phase

spectraof eachvariable against•sO. The variance
spectrumshowshow much of the variancein a given
signalis concentratedin differentfrequencybands.
The coherency
spectrumshowsthe extentto whichthe
local and 5•sO signals are linearly correlated in
each frequency band (when any phase difference
between them is set to zero). If the coherencyin a

4. METHODS

particular band is large enough to be statistically
significant,we then ask what the phaseof eachlocal
signalis with respectto 5•sO. This informationis

4.1. Stratigraphy and Chronology

summarized in a phase spectrum.

Recordsof 5•sO make two important contributions
to our study (Figure 5). First, they provide a single,
global index of the intensity of continental glaciation by combining the dominant, ice volume effect
with a smaller temperature effect [Shackleton and
Opdyke, 1973]. By stacking many records,we obtain
an index in which local temperature effects are reduced [Imbrie et al., 1984]. Second,becausethe •sO
meltwater signal from the ice sheets is mixed
rapidly around the ocean [Duplessy et al., 1991a],
these records also provide a basis for determining
how local changes in other climate variables relate
in time to changesin the global index. The precision
of this

determination-

and therefore

the uncer-

The particular numerical procedureswe use are
based on the relatively low-resolution (BlackmanTukey) method. Althoughhigherresolutionmethods
are now available, we consider the lower-resolution
methodto be a useful buffer against chatter produced
by dating uncertainties [Jenkins and Watts, 1968].
Experiments with a high-resolution(multiple-taper)
method confirm the results as reported here.

For

consistency,phase angles and coherenciesof each
variable are calculated against the stacked 5•sO
record (Table 2).

These estimates are not statisti-

cally different from those calculatedagainst the local 5180 signal and have narrower confidenceintervals. The phaseand coherency
of the stacked
signalare calculatedagainsta time seriesof orbital

tainty in dating events at one site with respect to
events at other sites -- is limited by the mixing time
of the ocean (-1 kyr) and the sampling rate of our
cores,which averages about 3 kyr (Table 1). We are
therefore able to provide a chronologyfor individual
events which has an average uncertainty on the order of_+2.5kyr with respect to any chronologythat
might be adoptedfor the 5•s0 stack. In this paper we
use the chronologyof Imbrie et al. [1984].

variations

that

control

radiation

in each band.

4.2. Spectraand CrossSpectra

4.3.

Why go to the trouble of transforming time series
into the frequencydomain? Why bother to calculate

Having examined a climatic signal in the frequency domain and determined how much of its

spectra? Our answer is that a statistical approach of
this kind is made necessaryby the incompletenessof
our knowledge of the climate system's response to
changes in the annual radiation cycle. If this
knowledge were much better than it is, we could proceedin the time domain by testing quantitative predictions that integrate the system's response to this

variance

Variance-densityspectra are then transformedinto
amplitude-density
spectrasothat the relativeheights
of peaks correspondto the amplitudes of oscillations
observed in time series. With this transformation,
areas under the spectrum are not proportional to am-

plitude. The total amplitude of the variation at each
frequencyis shown,as well as the fraction that is co-

herent with (i.e., proportionalto) variationsin 5•s0.
Filters

is concentrated

in a particular

Mi-

lankovitchcycle,we may wish to seethat cyclein the
time domain so that the amplitudes and phasesof the
individual

oscillations can be placed in a strati-

graphic context. This is done by applying an appropriate band-passfilter. The procedurewe use involves convolutionwith a Tukey filter [Jenkins and
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Watts, 1968]. When this operation is carried out in

the normalway, the endsof eachfiltered record,in-

uncertainties,
we identifythem with specialsymbols

in section 5.3.

cludingthe Holoceneportion,are lost [Hayset al.,
1976]. To avoidthis, we have usedcyclicconvolution
procedures[Mesk6, 1984] that provide estimatesfor

4.4. Phase Errors and Climatic Noise

the entire time spanof each signal,includingthe

Each phaseestimate given in Table 2 is the mean
phase difference measured between a local climatic

ends. Becausethese end segmentshave substantial
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proxyand 8180over the past 400 kyr (or overthe core
length T, if T is less than 400 kyr). The observed
range of phase differencesaround each mean is reported as an 80% confidence interval by making
standard assumptions of normality [Jenkins and
Watts, 1968]. These confidenceintervals must reflect two different sourcesof phase variability: phase
differences due to correlation errors (analytical
noise) and phase differences due to an irregularity
in the climatic process (climatic noise).
What fraction of the confidence intervals reported
in Table 2 can be attributed to analytical noise and
what fraction to climatic noise (i.e., natural climatic variability)? The main componentof analytical noise is the error in correlating climatic records.

Owing to low sampling rates, bioturbation, or local
changesin/S•80, the actual correlationerror for isotopic events in some cores may exceed the average
error estimated in section 4.1 (+_2.5kyr) by several

kiloyears. Martinson et al. [1987], who investigated
this error using a variety of climate recordsand correlation criteria, estimate that the total range of errors averages +-5 kyr. It is therefore important to
base estimates of phase differences between cores on
procedures which integrate over substantial inter-

vals. Our cross-spectralestimatesversus/S180are
averaged over the entire length of each core; estimates based on digital filters are averaged over a
sliding interval of ~100 kyr. For most cores,this averaging of random noise would yield mean errors
on the order of +-1ø, +2ø, and +-4ø, respectively,for the
100-, 41-, and 23-kyr cycles. These estimates of ana-

lytical noise are much smaller than the total observed ranges that are reported in Table 2 as 80%
confidence intervals (~+-15ø for each cycle). The
confidence intervals are therefore mainly a record
of climatic noise. Expressed in terms of a +2v range

in time, the level of climatic noise in the 100-kyr cycle is quite large (-16 kyr) comparedto the 23-kvr
cycle (-4 kyr).

1. At high-latitude sites in the open ocean, the
relative abundance of polar, subpolar, and subtropical plankton assemblages is used to infer the position of fronts and the temperature of surface waters
(variables 5, 6, 7). In the Norwegian Sea, the abundance of a speciesof plankton that is characteristic of
the open subpolar Atlantic is used as an index of the
intensity of the exchange of water between the open
Atlantic and this marginal sea (variable 19)
[Kellogg, 1976; Kellogget al., 1978]. Inferencesabout
frontal position are based on the spatial distribution
of modern assemblages (Figure lb). The boundaries
between these assemblages are sharp because they
are ecologicallylinked to frontal features of the surface circulation near the margins of cyclonic and
anticyclonic gyres [Kellogg, 1976; Mcintyre et al.,
1976; Prell et al., 1979; Pichon et al., 1987; Howard
and Prell, 1992]. These boundaries are therefore
]inked to the wind field. Because the spatial sequence of these assemblages in the modern and ice
age ocean are the same, geographic shifts of these
boundaries are reliable indicators of changes in the
wind-driven circulation.
However, for time series
analysis we need a calibration that will allow us to
express multivariate changes in the biota as a single
objectiveindex [Kipp, 1976; Prell, 1985]. Calibration
against sea surface temperature (SST) provides the
simplest as well as the most ecologically consistent
and physically meaningful way of scaling these
fauna]

time

The main objective of our sampling program is to
obtain time series of ocean-sediment properties that
record key features of the wind-driven and densitydriven circulations. The proxy indicators we use to
infer these patterns are documented in Table I and
illustrated in Figures I and 6. The following para-

graphs are written for readers who are unfamiliar
with these methods. Readers impatient to see our results should go on to section5.
Like inversion methods used to infer flow patterns

Alternate

calibration

schemes

circumstances (variable 18, Table 1) to infer the temperature of deep water [Shackleton, 1987], and in
other circumstances (variable 22, Table 1) to infer

the salinity of marginal seas [Jones and Keigwin,
1988].
3. Measurements

of/S13C in benthic foraminifera

from Pacific deep water (variable 17) are used to es-

timate the average oceanic /S13C. To first order,
fluctuations

4.5. Proxy Ocean Variables

series.

give essentially the same result [Molfino et al., 1982;
Morley, 1989a; Pichon et al., 1992].
2. Gradients of 8180 (A8180) are used in certain

in this record reflect

the transfer

of or-

ganic carbon between dissolved-oceanic and continental-biomass reservoirs [Shackleton, 1977]. Because positive excursions of this curve can be explained by increases in continental biomass, this
oceanic record can be interpreted as an index of conditions

on land.

4. Gradients of/S13C (A/S13C)between two sites
(variables 10, 14, 20), or between benthic and planktonic speciesat one site (variables 8, 9) are used to infer nutrient gradients between different water
masses (double-headed arrows in Figure lb). While

properties, proxy methods in paleoclimatologyhave
uncertainty ranges that may (or may not) be reduced
significantly in a given circumstanceby the specification of independent constraints. We use four different procedures, each calibrated against observa-

this method does not yield absolute nutrient concentrations, owing to uncertainties in the time history of
the global budget of/S13Cin the ocean,it doesgive a
sense of the relative ages of deep water masses becausedeep-sea/S13C
and apparent oxygenutilization
are correlated [Kroopnick, 1985]. Following a suggestion by Broecker [1982], Curry and Lohmann

tions of modern sediment properties:

[1982] and Shackleton et al. [1983] were the first to use

in the modern

ocean from the observation

of water
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withthephase
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Thusthetimeseries
asdisplayed

hereare actuallyin the orderof this phasesequence
(Table2).
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•13C gradients as indicators of deep-water chemistry
and flow. Here an assumption is made that no major spatial changesin 15•3Cof organic matter raining
into the deep sea occurred in the past. Boyle [1990]

raises the possibilitythat changesin 15•3Cof Antarctic plankton could induce local bias in 15•3C-based
estimates of deep-sea ventilation.
5. The 15•3Cevidence of ocean chemistry can be
supplemented by measurements of Cd/Ca (variables
15, 16) and CaCOa dissolution (variables 12, 13)
[Boyle and Keigwin, 1982; Boyle, 1984a; Crowley,
1985]. In principle, the addition of 15•3C-depleted
carbon to the water parcel (by respiration) is accompanied by the addition of phosphate and a lowering of
the carbonate

ion content.

Thus

an in situ increase

in the balance of respiration over ventilation in deep
waters, or an increase in the admixing of nutrientand carbon-enrichedwater, should be reflected in the

geologicalrecord by decreasesin 15•3Crelative to
mean deep water, by increasesin Cd/Ca (a proxy for
phosphate), and by increases in sedimentary CaCO3
dissolution.

An unresolved issue, discussed further in section

6.5, is the apparent disagreementbetween Cd/Ca and
15•3Cindicators in the Southern Ocean [Boyle, 1990,
1992; Charles and Fairbanks, 1992]. We note this
problem as a caveat to the interpretation, made in
section6.5, that carbon is trapped in deep water of the
Southern Ocean during certain phases of each
glaciation cycle. This interpretation is based on
15•3Cgradients between the Antarctic and the equatorial Pacific (variable 20).

In the absence of evidence

to explain mismatches between cadmium and car-

bon indicators,we chooseto interpret the A•13Cat face
value and leave resolution of this apparent conflict to
future

work.

gressivetransitions fits the four-state model of Figufe 2c. In spectral analysis, the "short" and "long"
patterns will appear as early and late phases of the
100-kyrcycle,with the phaseof variable20 occupying
an intermediate position. Thus the phase of this cycle expressesa fundamental aspect of the system's
response,which we emphasizein this figure by ordering the time series accordingto the phase of their
responseat 100 kyr (Table 2). Whether the same or a

differentphase'sequence
occursin the 23- and 41-kyr
cyclesis a question we will addresslater by formal
spectral analysis.

Severalconclusions
can be drawn from the array
of long time series shown in Figure 7.
1. Patterns of change are very different in different parts of the climate system. To someextent these
contrasting patterns reflect different sampling rates
or the application of smoothingprocedures(variables
2, 3, 14, 20). But the fundamental character of the
climatic response in the time domain varies
markedly from one place to another.
2. As in Figure 6, many records displayed here
exhibit abrupt, large-amplitude changes at the ends
of glacial Stages 2, 6, 8, and 10 (Terminations I, II,
III, and IV). The most rapid shifts occur in the sur-

face ocean where a front oscillates over the coring
site (e.g., variables 5, 7).
3.

All time

series from continental

sites exhibit

the "late, long-interglacial"pattern
identified in
Figure 6. This is also true of ocean sites where it appears that winds, steeredby the northern hemisphere
ice sheets,exert a strong control on the positionof the
polar front and the temperature of surface waters
[Keffer et al., 1988] (variable 5), and thereby on the
ventilation of intermediate (variable 12) and deeper
(variables 14, 16) waters. However, several records
exhibit the
pattern:
Southern
quite different
Ocean SST
"early,
(variable
short-interglacial"
7), two of the

5. RESULTS

15•3Crecordsthat reflect the partitioning of carbon
5.1.

Time Series Patterns

Records of the past 150 kyr show a fundamental
asymmetry in the way the system as a whole moves
toward interglacial (positive) and glacial (negative)
extremes (Figure 6). Widespread, positive transitions at glacial Terminations I and II, lead rapidly
to conditions that are generally near full interglacial values during Stages 1 and 5e [Broecker and
Denton, 1989]. This synchronouspattern fits the twostate model of Figures 2a and 4 (top). But negative
transitions exhibit two distinct patterns. Variables
19, 18, 7, and 8 move significantly toward negative
values near the end of Stage 5e [Belanger, 1982],
yielding "short interglacials." This is the pattern
which has been shown to characterize deep-temperature history in the Pacific and Indian oceans
[Labeyrie et al., 1987; Shackleton, 1987; Broecker
and Denton, 1989]. In contrast,the global8•80 index
and variables 17, 5, 14, and 16 have "long interglacials" which end at Stage 4. This pattern of pro-

among ocean reservoirs (variables 8, 9), and the

Vostok recordof atmosphericCO2. Many recordsappear too complexto fit neatly into this twofold, earlylate grouping, first recognized by Belanger [1982].
But analysis in the frequency domain, discussedin
responses
section 5.3,characterize
shows that all
thethree
same
major
"early"
cycles.
and "late"
4. Major changes in our indicators of the CaCOa
chemistry of intermediate and deep waters are -180 ø
out of phase. Dissolution in Atlantic intermediate
waters (variable 12) is in phase with preservation in
Southern Ocean deep water (variable 13), the latter
being associated with NADW ventilation (variable
14). To the extent that a reduction in NADW flux is
linked in time with the vertical fractionation
of nu-

trients and carbon, this pattern is the expressionin
time series form of the process identified by Boyle
[1988] and usedby him to explain part of the glacial
drawdown of atmospheric CO2. In short time series,
this processis seen as an event characterizing the
ocean's most recent transition from a glacial to an
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interglacial state [Boyle and Keigwin, 1987; Charles
and Fairbanks, 1992].
5.

Three time series that record conditions in

deepwater overthe past 500 kyr (variables13, 14, 20)
display a systematic, essentially linear trend implying better ventilation and larger NADW flux
over time.

This is consistent with the trend in our

longestrecordof Cd/Ca (variable 15). These trends
are clear evidence that the system is not stationary
in a statistical sense but, on the contrary, is slowly

evolving- possiblytoward a regime in which the
responseto orbital forcing would be quite different
from anything capturedin our data.
5.2. Spectra of Climate and Radiation
Viewed as time series, our observations on climate display complex patterns. But when examined
in the frequency domain at an appropriate bandwidth, our data reveal a simple pattern in which every climate spectrum is dominated by variance in
three fairly narrow bands centered near 23, 41, and
100 kyr (Figure 8). With the exceptionof the 23-kyr
cycle in variable 10, every local record of climate is
stronglycoherentwith 5•s0 in all three major cycles
(Table 2).

The radiation spectrum (variable 1) has power in
the 23- and 41-kyr bandsbut virtually no power in the
100-kyr band. However, the spectrum of the radiation envelope has a peak at ~100 kyr, due to eccentricity. (There are also peaks at ~54 and ~35 kyr,
due to the beating of obliquity against the two main
precession frequencies.) In a later paper we will
draw upon the relationship between climate and the
envelopeof the radiation curve to help accountfor the
phasing of the 100-kyr cycles that dominate all climate spectra examined in this paper.
5.3. Time-Space Structure of the Major Cycles

Our main objective in constructing an array of
time series is to determine the temporal and spatial
structure of the Milankovitch cycles. Fourteen

recordsare long enoughto treat statistically, yielding a total of 3 x 14 = 42 responsesto be investigated
(Table 2). We need to know three things: (1) are the
responsesat different sites synchronouswithin each
cycle? (2) are they mutually coherent;i.e., are they
linearly correlated at a given frequency when corrected for phase differences? (3) if the responsesare
not synchronous, what is the spatial pattern of the
progression within each cycle?
A definitive answer to the first question is given
by calculating the cross spectrum of each local re-

sponse against 5•s0. The responsesare not synchronous (Table 2). In the 23-kyr cycle, the total
range of phases is 111ø (~7 kyr); in the 41 kyr cycle,
73ø (~8 kyr); and in the 100-kyr cycle, 96ø (-27 kyr).
A partial answer to the secondquestion is given by
the same set of crossspectra. With one exception(the

717
23-kyr response of variable 10), all local responses
are coherent with 5•s0. Because the local responses
might well be coherent with 5•s0 but not with each
other, we should also examine the entire 14 x 14 matfix of cross spectra. But rather than stretching the
reader's patience with this cumbersome numerical
exercise, we prefer to filter each time series and obtain an answer by simply looking at the amplitudes
of individual oscillations as they vary over time.
Results for the 23- and 41-kyr cycles are shown in
Figure 9. Our filters use a convolution algorithm
that averages information over a sliding 100-kyr
interval. At this resolution, each cycle appears as a
mutually coherent set of waves that progressthrough
the system- a pattern that is a striking contrast to
the standing-wave pattern we purposely forced on
5•s0 signals in the same cores (Figure 5). The display in Figure 9 also demonstrates that conclusions
drawn from the mean phases reported in Table 2 do
not hide significant irregularities. In a later paper
we will show that this is also true of the 100-kyr cycle.
Having demonstrated that the Milankovitch responsesprogress through the system in an orderly
way, we now ask what the geographicpattern of the
phase progressionin each cycle is and if this pattern
differs from one cycle to another. After eliminating
variable 10, owing to its incoherent response in the
23-kyr band, a total of 13 variables remain to be considered.

Because

variations

around

the calculated

mean phases are quite large, it would be unwise to
attribute too much significance to the details of any
sequence. Instead, we ask "Which system responses
occur in essentially the same sequence in all three
cycles?" The surprisingly simple answer is that,
with the exception of variables measured at two sites,
the main features of the geographic progression are
the same in the three cycles(Figure 10). The two exceptions are variables that exhibit a phase in one cycle that is very different from the phase exhibited in
the other two cycles. Variable 13 (CaC03 preservation at 41øS) responds early in the 41-kyr cycle and
late in the other cycles. As discoveredby Ruddiman
and Mcintyre [1981], variable 6 (SST at 41øN) responds much later in the 23-kyr cycle than in the
other cycles.
In order to focus attention on the main pattern revealed by our data, we will set aside the responsesof
variables 13 and 6 as anomalies that are more appropriately investigated elsewhere. Then a statistical
argument can be made that the responsesof the other
11 variables

occur in two

discrete

clusters

within

each cycle (Table 2). We will refer to these clusters
as an early and a late group of responses(Figure 10).
In time, the early groupleads5•s0, and the late group
is on phase with or slightly lags 5•s0. In space,the
early responsesoccur in deep waters of the South Atlantic (variable 15) and Antarctic (variable 20)
oceans, and in surface waters of the Antarctic

(variable 7) and tropical oceans (variables 8, 9);
whereas the late responses occur on land (variables
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3, 4, 17), at a range of depthsin the openborealocean
(variables 5, 14), and in low-latitude intermediate
waters (as• shown by an index of C03 dissolution,
variable 12). A 1.2 million-year A•13C record of
Atlantic

intermediate

water

confirms

this

late-

response pattern for the 41- and 100-kyr cycles
[deMenocal et al., 1992], but in the 23-kyr band the
A•13C responsehas a small amplitude and is not coherent with 51s0.

The very late phaseof the 23-kyr SST response
of
variable 6 seems anomalous in the context of this pa-

per. However, we emphasizethat this "lagging
warmth"pattern must be climaticallyimportantbecauseit canbe mappedover a quadrantof the northeast Atlantic that extends from 54øN to 18øN and as

far west as 21øW[Imbrie et al., 1989]. Yet noneof the

explanationsproposedto date is very satisfactory,
includingone that relates the responseto the first
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Fig. 9a. The 23-kyr climate cycles.The 23-kyr componentof eachtime seriesis extractedwith the bandpassfilter describedin Figure 8, normalized, and placed on the y axis accordingto the mean phase difference (ø) with
respect to 61sO(variable 2). Lines drawn with a slopeof 360ø/23 kyr show that the local climatic responsesto

radiation progresssystemeticallythroughthe systemwith respectto the local changesin 6]sO that are usedto
align the records(Figure 5). When phase-alignedand superposed(bottom panel), this progressivewave is seen
to be coherentwith the forcing (Table 2). Dotted curvesmark intervals where 10% or more of the cyclicconvolution integral is basedon extrapolateddata. In the phasewheel (right), climate variables are plotted with respect
to the maximum June radiation at 65øN (Q).
derivative of the ice-volume curve [Ruddiman and
Mcintyre, 1984]. In this view, the maximum meltwa-

ter productionthat occurs90ø (one-quartercycle)after the maximum

ice volume leads to an oceanic

cooling; and the minimum in me]ting that occurs
90ø after the ice minimum leads to a warming.
Sincethe ice minimumitself occursnearly 90ø after

the radiativeforcing,the resultwouldbe an SST signal that is out of phasewith the radiativeforcingby

nearly 180ø (one-half cycle). However, it is by no
meansclear why the effectwould occurin the 23-kyr
band and not in the 41- and 100-kyr bands where the
magnitude of changes in meltwater input must be
considerably greater.
Later in this paper (section 6.6) we examine the
phases of initial, early, and late responses of the
system to determine the combination of latitude and
seasonwhere the system is most sensitive to the ra-
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Fig.9b.The41-kyrclimate
cycles.
The41-kyrcomponent
ofeach
timeseries
isextracted
withtheband-pass
filterdescribed
in Figure
8,normalized,
andplaced
onthey axisaccording
tothemeanphase
difference
(degrees)
withrespect
to8•80(variable
2). Dashed
lineshavea slope
of360ø/41
kyr. Otherfeatures
asin Figure9a.
diative forcing. We concludethat the radiative fbrcing is best represented by the insolation curve for
June i (rather than mid-June) for high latitudes in
the northern hemisphere. In the 23-kyr band the
phase of this curve is within a few degreesof being
exactly out of phase with variable 6. This raises the
interesting possibility that the warm SST responseof
variable 6, which seems anomalous in its phase,
might actually represent the initial, essentially unlagged response of the atmosphere and surface ocean
to a radiation minimum. Why this response would
involve the warming of surface waters at this site is
a problem that clearly deservesmore study.

5.4. Summary

We conclude that the 23- and 41-kyr cycles are
linear responsesto Milankovitch forcings which exhibit essentially the same two-step pattern in time
and space. The early responseswe see in long time

seriesare changesin the properties of surfaceand

deepwatersof the southern
hemisphere,
andin the
propertiesof surfacewaters of the equatorialocean.

Laterresponses
occurin the northernhemisphere
-on land and at a range of depthsin the boreal Atlantic. In the next section,we showthat the initial
responsesto the orbital forcingmust be earlier than
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Cd/Ca
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Max.Surface•3CDepletion' •(•
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E.Equatoiial
Pacific ,(•
Q
Tropical
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Deep
AA•3CEnrichment
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Int.-Water
CO
3Dissolution
Max.
Ocean
13C
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SST
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+ PHASE

Fig.10.Phases
oforbital,
radiation,
andclimatic
cycles.
Phases
ofthe1! climatic
variables
thatarecoherent
with5•80areplotted
asshort
vectors.
These
fallintotwogroups;
in eachgroup
theprogression
ofresponses
is
statistically
thesamein all threecycles
(Table2). Anearlygroup
ofresponses
precedes
icevolume.
A late

group
isonphase
withorslightly
lagsicevolume.
Wedraw
animportant
conclusion
from
thephase
oftheearly
response•
in the23-kyrand41-kyrcycles
withrespect
tothelatitudinal
pattern
ofradiation.
Theinitialresponse
tothisforcFlg- although
notrecorded
inthese
data- mustoccur
athighlatitudes
inthenorthern
hemisphere.
Phase
wheel
zeros
arearbitrarily
settothemaximum
ofthe100-kyr
eccentricity
cycle,
themaximumofthe41-kyrobliquity
cycle,
andJuneperihelion
inthe23-kyr
precession
indexcycle.Thedashed
vector
ineach
phase
wheel
records
themean
phase
oftheicevolume
(5•s0)
cycle
withrespect
tothese
zeros.
Solid
vectorsin eachwheelshow
themeanphase
ofotherclimate
variables
asmeasured
withrespect
to5•s0.Vectors
labeledwithboxes
showthephaseofmaximum
summer
radiation
at twolatitudes.Thewinterradiation
maximum(notshown)is exactlyout ofphasewith the summermaximum.
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any we observein our array of long time series. W e
deducethat these must occurin the Arctic and support
this deduction

with observations

in short time series.

We then use the entire spatial progression of
responses m initial, early, and late m to identify
causal pathways. These ideas are organized as a
simple conceptual model of processesthat operate in
the atmosphere and ocean along prescribed pathways.

ventilate the glacial Atlantic were very different
from those that ventilate the modern ocean. Today,
the Atlantic is mainly ventilated by NADW which is
formed partly by deep overflow from the Nordic Sea
and partly by wintertime convectionto intermediate
depths in the Labrador Sea, with a small contribution
of Mediterranean Water [McCartney and Talley,
1982, 1984]. At the LGM, a weakening of the overflows apparently allowed a northward penetration of
nutrient-enriched

6. A MODEL

OF THE

GOVERNING

PROCESSES

Our first step in developing this model is to show
that

at least four end-member

states are needed to

record the system's evolution (section 6.1). In section 6.2, we obtain insights into the way the ocean is
ventilated at two of these states (glacial and interglacial) by examining vertical sections measured
in the modern

ocean and reconstructed

Ventilation

Southern

from North

Ocean Water

Atlantic

(SOW).

sources was limited

mainly to intermediate depths. By analogy with
convective processes operating in the wintertime
Labrador Sea today, we infer that this ventilation
pattern is the open ocean'sconvective responseto a
wind field steered by the great ice sheets and bringing cold, dry air over a wide expanse of the open boreal

Atlantic.

6.3.

The Milankovitch

for the LGM.

In sections 6.3 and 6.4, we consider where the initial
responseto orbital forcing must occur. In section 6.5,
we use the spatial progression of responsesthat follow the initial response, combined with insights
gained from comparing the modern and LGM
oceans,to reconstructtwo other states (preglacial and

deglacial); and we identify causal pathways along
which the initial responseis propagatedthrough the
system. In section 6.6, we postulate sourcesof inertia
to explain the temporal clustering of responsesalong
these pathways. In a quantitative system model,
these sources appear as the inertial parameters of
four discrete subsystems.

Link

Where doesthe glaciation processbegin? Theoretical analysis of this problem began with the work of
Milankovitch [1930], who concluded that the initial
response to orbital forcing must occur in the high
latitudes of the northern hemisphere in summer, ice
sheetsbeing initiated there whenever summer melting fails to remove the winter snow. More recent
glaciological investigations have generally confirmed this idea [Kukla et al., 1981; Budd and
Rayner, 1990], which is also supported by experiments with numerical models that resolve regional
componentsof the seasonal energy budget [Short et
al., 1991].

6.1. Degrees of Freedom

How many degreesof freedom doesthe system
have at each Milankovitch frequency? A first-order
dynamic model provides the theoretical basis for
making an estimate (Figure 2). Our analysis of
long time series showsthat the system'sresponses
are distributed in two phase-clusters(Figure 10),

Theories pointing to northern hemisphere summer as the driver of the glaciation process find
strong empirical support in the phase observations
summarized in Figure 10. This support dependson
examining the phase relationships in the precession
and obliquity bands simultaneously. For example,
if information were available only in the 41-kyr

from which we conclude that four end-member states

band,the phaseevidenceby itself wouldpointunam-

(interglacial, preglacial, glacial, and deglacial) are
the minimumneededto describeadequatelythe sys-

biguouslyto summer as the critical seasonbut would
suggestthat the southernhemisphereis the critical

tem's

evolution.

place. This is becausethe groupof early responses
includesthree (variables7, 15, 20) from the southern

6.2. Glacial and Interglacial States Compared
To obtain insights about ocean circulation in a
glacial state, we compare a vertical section of the
modern western Atlantic (Figure lb) with a section
reconstructed

for the eastern Atlantic

at the LGM

(Figure lc) by Duplessyet al. [1988] and recontoured
by Broecker[1989]. Thesefigures are a compilation
of observationspreviouslypublishedand widely discussed. Because5•3C in the glacial oceanwas on averageabout0.4%omorenegativethan today,isopleths
emphasizedby shadingare shiftedin the glacial reconstructionby 0.4%o. Evidently, the processesthat

hemisphere, and none from the northern hemisphere, that lag behind the southern summer radia-

tion curveby lessthan 90ø. A lag of this magnitude
is easily explainedas the responseof a system(the
ice sheets)that on theoreticalgroundsare known to

have a time constanton the order of 10 to 20 kyr
[Weertman, 1964].

If we acceptthis evidencefrom the 41-kyr band
that summer is the critical season,the phase evidencein Figure 10 for the 23-kyr band indicatesthat
the northernhemispheremust be the critical place.
This is becausea southernsummerforcingwould
imply an unreasonablelag of nearly 270ø. Even
with an infinite time constant,the lag of a linear,

Imbrie et al.: Linear Responsesto Milankovitch Forcing

72]
equatorial response, we postulate that the early responsein the southern hemisphere drives a change
in the production of Subantarctic mode waters which
ventilate thermocline waters all the way to the equa-

single-exponential system without delay is only 90ø
[Jenkins and Watts, 1968]. Thus the hypothesis of
southern summer forcing in this band would require
an initial delay of 11.5 kyr (180ø) before the effect of
the ice-sheet time constant began to be felt. From a
physical point of view, .this seemshighly unlikely.
Thus both theory and observationindicate that the
initial response to orbital forcing must occur at high
latitudes in the northern hemisphere. Why, then, is
direct evidence of this response not seen in our long

tor.

It has long been known that the rate of thermohaline overturning is very sensitive to changes in surface salinity at the sites where deep water is formed
[Worthington, 1976]. Since Weyl's classic application of this principle to the ice age problem, the idea
has figured in many climate theories. Our application emphasizes recent oceanographicstudies of the

time series? Our answer is that the initial response
must occur in or near a part of the ocean where we
have no long records, namely the Arctic Ocean and
Nordic Sea (Figure 11). To explain the early southern hemisphere responsewe postulate that the initial
response is transmitted rapidly to the Southern

Arctic

Ocean and the Nordic

Sea [Swift

and Aa-

gaard, 1981; Aagaard et al., 1985; Aagaard and
Carmack, 1989; Mysak et al., 1990] . These studies
imply that small changesin the freshwaterbudgetof
the Iceland gyre, for example, would strongly influence the rate at which dense water forms by winter

Oceanby North Atlantic Deep Water. This is the basic mechanism proposedby Weyl [1968] and used by
Imbrie et al. [1989] to explain their more detailed
pattern of SST responses. To explain the early

convection and then overflows the Denmark

Strait

to

ventilate the deep Atlantic (Figure 11). Geological
90ø

180•

CHUKCH/ SEA

0o

BAY

ATLANTlC

9Oø

MID-GYRE

CONVECTION

SURFACE
WATEr/'/
I iii!iOVERFLO

Fig.11. Schematic
circulation
andwatermassstructure
in theArcticOceanandadjacent
NordicSea[Aagaard
et al., 1985].ThedeepNorthAtlanticis ventilated
bywaterthatformsbywinterconvection
in theIcelandgyre,
sinksto intermediatedepth,andoverflows
the DenmarkStrait. Herewe suggest
that orbitallyforcedchanges
in the salinity of this gyremodulatethe overflow.Today,freshwaterwhichexitsthe ArcticOceanin the East

Greenlandcurrent(D) passescloseto the Greenland(G) andIceland(H) gyres.A changein the P-E or seaice
contributionto this flowis onepossiblemodulatingmechanism.
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evidence that •imes of lower salinity in the Nordic
Sea are in fact associated with reduced thermohaline

interpreting long sedimentary records have so far
made it impossibleto provide a clear confirmationor

circulation confirms the importance of these
marginal seas as regulators of the thermohaline cir-

rejection of this idea.

culation [Veum et al., 1992].

langer, 1982;Bleil and Gard, 1989],forams[Kellogg
et al., 1978; Belanger, 1982], and diatoms [Karpuz
and Schrader, 1990] show clear biotic gradients
acrossthe Nordic Seajust north of Iceland, and provide clear evidencethat the oceanographic
historyof
the Iceland Sea over recent glaciation cycleshas
beenvery different from that of the NorwegianSea.

Two terms in the freshwater budget of the Iceland
Sea, the import of Arctic sea ice in the East Greenland current and precipitation minus evaporation
(P-E), have particular interest here because they
suggest a physically reasonable link to the Milankovitch forcing. Recent experiments with a
steady-state, general-circulation model coupled to a
50-m mixed layer have investigated these links.
These experiments demonstrate that the response of
this model to an orbital forcing is to change the
thickness

of sea ice in the Arctic

Ocean and to alter

P-E north of the Arctic Circle. In one published
study, a control experiment with modern radiation
was compared with an experiment in which the incoming radiation was prescribed for 9000 years ago
(9 ka)a time when both the precession and obliquity terms contributed to an increase in northern
hemisphere summer radiation [Kutzbach and Gallimore, 1988]. Other boundary conditionswere held
constant. When compared with the 9 ka experiment,
the control experiment with less radiation shows a
decrease in boreal temperatures, an increase in P-E

Quantitative investigations of coccoliths [Be-

In addition, there is evidence that elements of the

zooplanktoncommunitythat thrive todayin subpolar
waters of the open North Atlantic (including the
foram Globigerina bulloides) behave very differently from the phytoplanktonic coccoliths. In the
Norwegian Sea, for example, the bulloides assem-

blageis abundantonlyduringStages5e and 1, yielding a "short Stage 5" pattern, whereas the coccoliths

have roughly equal abundancepeaks during all
three Stage5 interglacialsubstages(Figure 6). One
ecological explanation of this foram-coccolith dif-

ference is that coccolithscan bloom in responseto
shallowconvectionin a thin layer abovethe summer
thermocline,an environmentapparentlyunsuitedto
G. bulloides. This readingof the data wouldprovide
supportfor our prediction,namely that convectionto

north of 45øN owing to reduced evaporation, and an

intermediatedepthsin the Icelandgyreceasedearly

increase

in Stage 5.

in sea ice.

Unpublished experiments with the same model, in
which

summer

radiation

was decreased

still further

by setting the obliquity at 22ø, perihelion at December, and eccentricity at 0.04, show even larger decreases in temperature and larger increases in P-E
and sea ice. In these experiments the atmospheric
responses were clearly concentrated north of the
Arctic

Circle.

The

increase

in annual

P-E

as the

simulated climate changes from conditions of maximum to minimum summer radiation is approximately 10%. This increase stems primarily from
reduced evaporation. The corresponding annual
temperature decrease is about 5øC and the thickness

of sea ice approximately doubles. Over the land bordering the Arctic Ocean, there is also an increase in
P-E

and in freshwater

runoff

to the ocean.

These

simulations of high-latitude climates with presentday climate models are not very accurate and it will
be important to repeat these kinds of orbital sensitivity experiments as models are improved.
6.4. Records

From

the Nordic

Sea

Thus a key prediction of our conceptual model of

the glaciationprocessis that the initial r.esponseto
Milankovitch forcing is a change in the intensity of
winter convection in the Iceland gyre. The challenge that remains is to test this prediction against
long time series from the Nordic Sea. As discussed
in this section, technical problems with dating and

To pursuethe matterfurther,we requirenot onlya
more accurate chronologyof events,but information

aboutthe flux of bioticand sedimentarycomponents
that such a chronologywould yield [Veum et al.,
1992]. In the absenceof a refined chronologyand
stratigraphytherefore,we can say only that the data
in hand do not contradictthe predictionand that one
plausibleinterpretationof the data in hand provides
slender support.

As a substitute for long sedimentaryrecords,we
have compiled a set of •4C-dated time series that al-

low us to examineselectedelementsof the system's
responseover the past 25 kyr at high northern and
southern latitudes. One of these time series is from a

corein the northernGreenlandSea (Figure 12). The
location of this core, and the fact that each of 22

measurements is dated by accelerator mass spectrometry(AMS) of •4C,make it the focalpoint of our

analysis of the deglaciationprocess. A striking
feature is the spikeof light isotopicvaluescenteredat
-14.5 ka [Jones and Keigwin, 1988; Jones, 1991].
Consideringthe core'slocation, the spike can reasonablybe interpretedas a floodingof meltwaterinto
this marginal sea. Geologistsfamiliar with the region seethis meltwater event as evidenceof a rapid
decayof an ice sheetoccupyingthe continentalshelf
of the Barents Sea [Jonesand Keigwin, 1988], and
perhapsother shelvesin the region [Lehmanet al.,
1991].

In Figure 13 we placethis early Nordic deglaciation event (d) in a broader context.

This includes a
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records. These we will examine in a later paper as
part of our investigation of the 100-kyr cycle.
6.5. Process Model

We now describe a chain of mechanisms by which
the initial responses of the ocean and atmosphere in
the Arctic might be propagated throughout the climate
system along pathways identified in Figure 3.
These responses arrive at different places at different times because

sources of inertia

that

control the

flow of climatic energy along these pathways differ
from one mechanism to another. To see how the system as a whole progresses through a generic Milankovitch cycle, we provide a synoptic view of the
responses at four end-member states. The varying
intensity of different responsesis suggestedby symbols showing the size of the northern ice sheet, the
extent of sea ice in both hemispheres, the presence of
marine-based ice sheets, the position of maximum
westerlies in both hemispheres, the export flux of
NADW, and recirculation fluxes in the boreal Atlantic

and Antarctic

oceans.

This diagram h•t"sthree significant limitations,

3.68

AGE(k radlocarbon
years)
Fig. 12. Marine recordof an earlyNordicdeglaciation
event in the northern Greenland Sea [Jones and Keigwin,

1988;Jones,1991]. The/5•s0 composition
of planktonic

quite apart from the geometric distortions that are
inevitable in such a simplified view. First, by choosing to present the model in this generic form we are
unable to show how the intensity of responsesdiffers
among cycles. In reality, the 23- and 41-kyr cycles
involve only modest changes in ice volume and sea
level as compared to the 100-kyr cycle. Thus marine-based ice sheets would form only at sea level
lows associated with the larger cycle [Weertman,
1974; Grosswald, 1980; Hughes, 1987]. Second,we are
unable to show how variations in the production of

forams in AMS •4C-dated core PS21295-4 indicates that

Subantarctic

isotopically
light meltwatersfloodedthe NordicSea

wind field. Because these modewaters are important
in ventilating the southern hemisphere thermocline

15,200 radiocarbonyears ago. This event is interpreted
as the rapid decayof an ice sheetoccupyingthe
continentalshelfof the BarentsSea (and perhaps_other
shelvesin the region). The time scalein calendaryearsis
a calibration providedby E. Bard and is basedmainly on
data in Bard et al. [1990a].

record of fluctuations along the southern margin of
the Laurentide ice sheet (b), a record of global sea
level (c), and a record of SST at 55øS(e). To compare
these climatic responseswith a radiation curve for

65øN, it is necessaryto convert the •4C-based
chronologiesto calendar years [Bard et al., 1990a;
Stuiver et al., 1991]. Taken together,this sequenceof
changesduring the last deglaciationsupports(but
surelycannotbe taken to prove)the main conclusion

modewaters

are linked

to shifts in the

today [McCartney, 1982; Toggweiler et al., 1989;
Toggweiler et al., 1991], we infer that variations in
their production are recorded as the enrichment or
depletion of •5•3Cin our time series of tropical plankton (Figure 3; variables 8, 9). Third, we do not illustrate changes in the atmosphere and on the continents that are closelylinked to the extent of northern
ice sheets [Manabe and Broccoli, 1985; COHMAP
Members, 1988; Kukla et al., 1990].
6.5.1. Interglacial state. We start by examining
the interglacial state and assume that the Holocene
is a typical example of this condition. The northern
ice sheets are now at their minima, restricted to
Greenland and few small residual icecaps. Elsewhere on the continents, the climate is at its humid
extreme (variables 3, 4) and the terrestrial biomass
at its maximum (variable 17). The northern sea ice

we deducedearlier, namely, that the initial response
to orbital forcing occursin the northern hemisphere,
involvesthe Nordic Sea, and is transmitted rapidly

field is near its minimum extent, and the salinity of

to the Southern Ocean [Lehman et al., 1991]. To ob-

mum.

tain more detailed information about the role of the

Nordic Sea in the deglaciationprocess,we need other

surface

The

waters

in the Nordic

warm-to-cold-water

Sea is near

conversion

its maxi-

process

which drives the global overturning circulation and
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Fig. 13. Evidencethat the initial responseto orbital forcingis in the northernhemisphere. The sequenceof
changesrecordedby curvesa-e supportsthe conclusion
(drawnfromthe phasesequence
in Figure 10) that responsesin the northern hemisphereinitiate the deglaciationprocess.Arrows point to minima in radiation and

sealevel,a maximumin the icemargin,and stepresponses
of the surfaceocean.(a) IncomingJuneradiationat
65øN [Berger, 1978a]. (b) Positionof the southernmargin of the Laurentide ice sheet (Miami sublobe)shownas

solidline [BroeckerandDenton,1989]. The stippledbandshowsthe low-frequency
trend of glacialmaxima,
which is delayed i or 2 kyr with respect to radiation. (c) Eustatic sea level record from Barbados corals

[Fairbanks,1989]. (d) A•80 recordof meltwaterin the GreenlandSea [Jones,1991]. (e) Diatom estimatesof
seasurfacetemperaturein the SouthernOcean[Bard et al., 1990b]. The •4C-basedchronologies
of curvesb-e
havebeenconverted
to calendaryearchronologies
usinga calibrationprovidedby E. Bardandbasedmainlyon
data in Bard et al. [1990a].

powers the North Atlantic heat pump has two main
branches which we designate as the Nordic heat
pump (overflows from the Nordic Sea) and the boreal
heat pump (convection in the Labrador Sea). As

noted previously, these elements in the global conveyor circulation [Broecker, 1990] have been referred

to by Lehmanand Keig•n [1992b]as the upperand
lower belts. The NADW export-flux that results
from these two mechanismstransports heat to the

Southern Ocean [Reid and Lynn, 1971; Wunsch,
1984;Rintoul, 1991],with the Nordicpumptransporting more heat than the boreal pump [Lehman and
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Keigwin, 1992a, b]. This transport is sufficient to
restrict the growth of southern hemisphere sea ice to
its modern

seasonal

limit.

The sea ice field and the resulting latitudinal

temperature gradientsinteractwith the atmosphere
and ocean to produce the modern pattern of winds,
ocean fronts, and plankton communities. As discussedbelow, this wind pattern exerts a strong control on the circulation and water-mass chemistry of
the oceanand thereby influencesthe concentrationof
CO2 in the atmosphere. Wintertime convectionnear
the position of the maximum westerlies produces
"mode waters" that are recirculated

within

the sub-

tropical gyres, ventilating the thermocline all the
way to the equator [McCartney, 1982; Toggweiler et
al., 1991].
6.5.2. Preglacial state. In response to a continuous decrease in summer radiation, the atmosphere
and surface ocean in the Arctic region cool, evaporation decreases, and fields of snow and sea ice expand. Although ice sheetshave now started to grow,
the time constants of this processare so large that a

significant response in terms of global ice volume
and sea level will not be seen for many thousands of
years.

The immediate and decisive consequenceof the
initial responsesin the Arctic is a freshening of surface waters, first in the Iceland and Greenland seas,
and later in the Norwegian Sea. This slows and
eventually nearly shuts off the production of overflow waters which, by entraining warmer waters,
had transported heat in significant quantities to the
Southern Ocean in the deeper layers of NADW. The
production of upper NADW that occurs in the
Labrador Sea is unaffected. The system is now in a
one-pump mode, with global overturning and the
pumping of heat into the North Atlantic region at
their minimum values. We also consider it likely
that Antarctic sea ice and hence brine production
would

increase.

All these effects operate in concert to decreasethe
north-southbuoyancycontrast and bring it toward a
value characteristic of the preglacial state. This
would imply a strongernorthward flow of very deep
and bottom waters of southern origin into the North
Atlantic basin, thus pushing the mixing front between waters of northern and southern origin further
northward [Stocker et al., 1992].

The cooling of subsurfacewaters in the polar regions of the Southern Ocean has dramatic consequences for the entire climate system. Observational and modeling studies show that the temperature immediately below the mixed layer is the critical factor in determining how much sea ice forms
[Gordon and Huber, 1990; Martinson, 1990]. With
coolersubsurfacewaters, the sea ice quickly expands
to its maximum

value.

This condition increases the

latitudinal temperature gradient. The resulting
changein the wind field [Oglesby, 1990] shifts sur-

face fronts, plankton communities, and water
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masses northward [Howard and Prell, 1992]. The
system is now in a preglacial state. These early responsesin the surface Antarctic (variable 7) are on
phase and strongly coherent with a redistribution of
nutrients among ocean reservoirs, as shown by our
•3C and Cd/Ca data from sites near the equator and
in the southern hemisphere (variables 8, 9, 15, 20).
The

effect

of this

redistribution

would

be to drive

down the level of CO2 in the atmosphere and thus
serve as a strong and early positive feedback on local processesalready acting to enlarge the northern
hemisphere ice sheets [Sundquist and Broecker,
1985; Boyle, 1988; Broecker and Peng, 1989].
Although it is not yet certain what mechanisms
are responsible for these changes in ocean chem-

istry, available •3C data indicate that a mechanism
operating in the Southern Ocean must be an independent driver of benthic •3C. Curry et al. [1988]
drew this inference from an array of short records

showingthat variations in •13Cthat occurin the deep
Antarctic on ice age time scales cannot be explained
as a result of a simple increase or decrease of
NADW outflow. Our long/X513Crecord (variable 20
in Figure 6) supports this important conclusion.
Today, the Atlantic outflow is cycled through the
Antarctic, entering the Pacific mainly as Antarctic
Bottom

Water.

Pacific

•3C levels

are low because

Pacific deep water is "downstream" from both the Atlantic

and Antarctic.

The transit

of Atlantic

outflow

waters through the Southern Ocean is sufficiently
fast that biological alterations and gas exchange effects are small. But during the preglacial (and

glacial) states, we see a depletionof 13Cin Antarctic
deep water which exceeds the depletion in Pacific
deep water. Antarctic deep water that is so depleted
in 13C cannot be produced by a decrease in NADW
production. Nor is it possible, from the perspective of
513C,to regard Pacific deep water as a "downstream"
alteration product of Antarctic deep water, as it is today. The occurrenceof Antarctic water that is low in

13Crelative to the Pacific requires a major sourceof
13C-enricheddeep water -- either in the North Pacific
(as has often been suggested)or the Atlantic (a possibility we suggest below).
From the perspectiveofbenthic 513Cdata, Southern
Ocean chemistry, rather than simply being a slave to
North Atlantic circulation, is an active player in the
complex of physical and biological processesthat redistribute carbon in the ocean-atmospheresystem on
ice age time scales. These processeswould lead to
changes in atmospheric CO2 levels and therefore
provide an early positive feedback in the climatic responseto orbital forcing. However, one must bear in
mind that our other nutrient tracer, benthic

foraminiferal Ud/Ca, offers quite a different view.
Glacial values of Cd/Ca in the deep Southern Ocean
are not high compared to the deep eastern Pacific.
Thus whatever mechanism creates unusually depleted 13Cvalues in benthic forams of the Southern
Ocean does not affect the values of Cd/Ca [Boyle,
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1992]. Furthermore,the Cd/Ca levels in the northwest Pacificare significantlylower than in the east-

ern equatorialPacific,while the •3C valuesare essentially the same in both areas [Keigwin, 1987;
Boyle,1992]. Thus the Cd/Caevidenceis supportive
of a nutrient-depleted
deep-watersourcein the northwest Pacific, while the •3C evidenceis not. Because
these discrepanciesare not understood,caution is

necessaryin evaluatingthe $•sC-basedhypothesis

1989;Warren,1990]. Meanwhile,the windsin the
circumpolar
belt pushthe surfacewatersin thislatitude band northward. (The northward flow of sur-

facewater is not affectedby the existenceof Drake

Passage
because
it is directlyforcedby thewindand
is not geostrophically
balanced.) The northward
wind drift and the Drake Passage constraint com-

bineto drive a deeppolewardflow whichentersthe
latitude band of Drake Passagebelowthe deeptopog-

presentedbelow.
When consideredat face value, the •3C data pre-

raphy.The winds,in effect,"pull"deepwaterpole-

sentedin this paper (variable 20) and the additional
•13Cdatapresentedby Howard[1991]suggest
that the
preglacial and glacial Southern Ocean was a
"carbontrap," with more 13C-depletedCO2 being sequesteredin Antarctic deep water. This depletion
might be explainedby an increasein Antarcticbiologicalproduction. But suchan ecologicalexplanation seemsunlikely for two reasons. First, biogenic
Si fluxes actually appear to have been lower in the

When this deepwater is upwelledto the surface,it
createsthe weakly stratified and chemicallyhomo-

glacialAntarcticthan theyare today,at leastsouthof
the presentpolarfront [Mortlocket al., 1991;Bareille
et al., 1991]. Second,the magnitudeof any biological
effect has to be evaluated in light of the vigorous
overturn of modern Antarctic waters.

Polar-nutri-

ward across the latitude band of Drake Passage.

geneous
watercolumnwe seearoundAntarctica.
The pulling effectof the circumpolarwesterlies
mayhavean especially
importantimpactontheAtlantic's overturning. Experimentswith a global
oceancirculationmodelsuggestthat the magnitude

ofthedeepoutflowfromtheAtlanticis proportional
to
the westerlywind stressat the latitudeof the tip of
SouthAmerica[Toggweiler
andSamuels,1992]. The
formation of densewater in the isolatedbasinsof the

North Atlantic may be a necessary
precondition
for
an Atlantic overturningto exist, but wind stressin
the southernhemisphereappearsto determinethe

ent box models indicate that only one phosphate
molecule is removed from the polar surface box for

magnitude
of the overturning
andthevolumeofAt-

everynine or sothat passthroughvia the circulation
[Toggweilerand Sarmiento, 1985]. Thus, even a
doublingof the biologicalproductionis not goingto

Ocean. The latitude of the tip of South America is a

have much of an impact unless the local ovekturning

lantic water which actually flows into the Southern

criticalgeographic
positionin thesemodelresults.
The circumpolarwesterliesinduceupwellingand a
northward surface drift over a wide latitude band.

is also reduced.

However,it is only the upwellingand northward

In order to rationalize the Antarctic •13C data, we
offer a carbon-trapping hypothesis for the deep

drift initiated southof the tip of SouthAmericawhich
mustbe balancedby a southwardflow of deepwater.

Antarctic that depends on a diminished exchange
with deepwaters of the other oceanswhile biological

The fact that the axis of the maximum westerlies

Our carbon-trapping mechanism is driven by a

is now only a few degreesnorth of Drake Passage
[Trenberthet al., 1990]is an importantconsideration
in deducinghowthe exchangeof deepwaterbetween

northward

the Antarctic and other oceans would vary over an

productionremainsat more or less"normal"levels.
shift in the latitude

of the maximum

southernhemispherewesterlies. A shift in the winds
is assumed to be the cause of the preglacial shift of

iceagecycle.Geological
datafromthe southern
Indian Ocean(e.g.,variable7) indicatethat this wind

Antarctic fronts and water masses described above.

axis moves away from Drake Passage to its maximum northward position during a preglacial state
[Howard and Prell, 1992]. A northward movement of

Our mechanism involves a simple change in circulation and is independent of other changes associated with the shift in frontal position (e.g., changes

in sea ice, biologicalproduction,or modewater formation).

The physicalbasis of this trapping mechanismis
a unique dynamic constraint that operates in the
latitude band of Drake Passage [Gill and Bryan,
1971]. Over most of the ocean,poleward flows in the
ocean interior are maintained by east-west pressure

gradientsthat build up againstnorth-southcontinental barriers.

Within the latitude band of Drake Pas-

sage,a net east-westpressuregradient cannotexist,
exceptbelow the tops of deep topographicbarriers.
Thus a simple thermohaline circulation is prohibited, i.e., warm water in the upper oceancannotsimply flow polewardacrossthe latitude band of I)rake
Passagein order to form new bottom water [Cox,

the maximum

westerlies

would

tend

to reduce

the

critical wind stress at the tip of South America. According to the model results of Toggweiler and
Samuels [1992], this would weaken the "pulling" effect that now draws deep water into the Antarctic region. Under these conditions, the relatively stagnant and isolated waters of the deep Antarctic could
become a carbon trap as they accumulate respired
CO2 from the biological production in the overlying
waters. Thus a northward shift in the preglacial position of the Antarctic fronts may be mechanistically
consistent with a reduced flow of Atlantic deep water
into the Antarctic
Ocean
Bottom Water.

and low •3C

levels

in

Antarctic

We speculate that a reduced wind-pulling effect
might have another significant consequence. The
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depth at which modern North Atlantic deepwater
flows poleward (between 2000 and 4000 m) may be related to the fact that deep water is preferentially
pulled poleward into the circumpolar belt; i.e., the
weaker pulling effect of the circumpolar westerlies
during the preglacial and glacial states could reduce
the southward flow of the deepestNorth Atlantic deep
water and may help explain the generally shallower
positionof high-•3CAtlantic deep water during these
times (Figure 1). In any event, a shallower variety
of North Atlantic deep water will have a more difficult time reaching the high latitudes of the Southern
Ocean where it can be recycled into bottom water
[Warren, 1990]. Instead, any high-•3C water emerging beyond the tip of Africa might simply flow eastward into the Indian and Pacific basins, bypassing
the Antarctic entirely. Thus the same mechanism
that traps low-•3C water in the Antarctic during the
preglacial and glacial states might also provide a
source of relatively high-•3C water to the Pacific.
This would be sufficient

to reverse the Antarctic-Pa-

cific •3C gradient (variable 20) without the necessity
of forming a high-•3C deep water within the Pacific
itself.

In our model of the major glaciation cycles, initial forcing toward this carbon-trapping response is
provided by a reduction of heat transport that accompanies the reduced volume transport in the lower
NADW. The geostrophic response to this thermal
forcing is determined by westerly winds at the
Drake Passage. We suggest that it is this local,
geostrophicresponse,rather than the direct volumetric contribution by NADW, that dominates the carbon balance and traps carbon in the Southern Ocean.

One argumentfor this point of view is providedby the
phase measurements presented earlier (Figure 10).
Our long record of deep Antarctic •3C depletion
(variable 20) falls among the early responses,while
our record of deep North Atlantic •3C depletion
(variable 14) falls among the late responses,reaching its maximum depletion just after the ice maximum when the deep mixing front is at its northern
extreme (Figure 6). Although the site of variable 14
may be too far north to sensean initial changein the
•3C plume, the carbon isotopic evidence from this
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maximum for that cycle. In the boreal Atlantic, the
ocean'sresponse is to expand the area where wintertime convectionoccurs, and to intensify the ventilation of intermediate waters by processesanalogousto
those occurring today in the wintertime Labrador
Sea.

In reconstructions

of the Atlantic

at the LGM

extreme of the 100-kyr ice volume cycle,we therefore
see an expansionof 5•3C-enriched intermediate waters (Figure 1).
In one geochemicalmodel[Boyle, 1988], this redistribution of nutrients between intermediate and deep
reservoirs will, on a time scale of many thousandsof
years, make a small contribution toward lowering
the atmospheric C02. The time constant of alkalinity changethat drives this responseis thereforemuch
longer than the century-scale time constant that
controls the response to the Southern Ocean carbon-

trapping mechanism discussedabove. We conclude
that one mechanism acts as an early and strong
positive feedback, and that the other acts as a later
and weaker positive feedback.
At the cyclicextreme representedby the ice maximum, and in portions of the northeast Atlantic where
surface salinities are favorable, ventilation in the
boreal ocean can apparently extend below interme-

diate depths[Duplessyet al., 1991b]. We suggestthat
these extreme conditions will produce a modest in-

creasein heat export by the deeperlayers of NADW
compared to the heat export characteristic of a
preglacial state. Eventually, this increase will lead
to a warming of Antarctic waters, a reduction of
Antarctic sea ice and a reduction in carbontrapping.
However, the immediate effect of the ice volume
maximum that defines a glacial state within each
cycle is the eustatic lowering of sea level to its extreme position. At these extremes of the 100-kyr ice
volume cycle, ice sheets becomegrounded on large
areas

of the

continental

shelf

around

the

world

[Solhelm et al., 1990; Anderson and Thomas, 1991],
thus setting the stagefor a sudden,synchronous,and
irreversible

retreat

that will affect ice sheets in both

polar hemispheres[Hughes, 1987].
Although the evidence is only fragmentary, we
think it worth consideringthe possibility that one of
the processes that ventilate North Pacific interme-

site seems to indicate that the main North Atlantic
contribution
to the Southern Ocean carbon balance

diate waters might involve a mechanism broadly

doesnot come at the right time to explain much of the
carbon trapping seen in the deep Antarctic.

climatic extremes like the LGM, when the subpolar
gyre expanded [Sancetta, 1979], glaciers grew on
Kamchatka [Denton and Hughes, 1981], and polar
air steered by ice sheets extended farther eastward,
the productionof intermediate water might have increased at sites along the Northwest Pacific rim

6.5.3.

Glacial

state.

As the northern

ice sheets

continueto grow [Denton and Hughes, 1981], they exert an ever stronger control on the position, speed,
temperature,

and water content of northern hemi-

sphere winds. In turn, these atmospheric changes
have a strong and immediate downwind effect both
on the ocean and the continents [Manabe and Broc-

coli, 1985; Broccoli and Manabe, 1987]. As the ice
sheets attain their maximum size in each cycle, the
area that is influenced by cold, dry winds reaches its

similar to the one we infer for the North Atlantic.

At

[Reid, 1965; Talley, 1991]. Our /•13C record
(variable 10) offerssomesupportfor this idea by suggesting that the modest changesin the ventilation of
intermediate water that occur in the eastern tropical

Pacificare coherentwith •sO in the 41- and 100-kyr
cycles [Mix et al., 1991]. In the 41-kyr band, the in-
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creasein ventilation is on phase with 5180, but in the
100-kyr band, the phase increase is intermediate
between the early and late responsegroups(Table 2).
6.5.4, Deglacial state. In response to a continuous increase in summer radiation in the Arctic, the
atmosphere and surface ocean warm, evaporation
increases, and snow fields shrink. In the Nordic
Sea, the extent of sea ice is reduced. In boreal latitudes, the mass budgetsof the ice sheetsbecomenegative, causing the Laurentide ice margin to retreat
(Figure 13). Although initially the effect of this retreat on sea level is small, its effect on the wind field
is significant because it drives warm, saline Atlantic water northward, thus increasing the exchange of waters with the Nordic Sea [Lehman et al.,
1991; Rhines and Schopp, 1991]. This exchangeprovides heat that helps melt the ice sheets and supplies
salt that increases convection. Because the longest
time constants in this cluster of positive feedbacks
are those involving the ice sheet margin, this initial
part of the deglaciation process advances rather
quickly. When a threshold is reached in the 100-kyr
ice volume cycle, the Barents Sea and perhaps other
marine-based

ice sheets

around

the Arctic

become

unstable, triggering a significant deglaciation in

and around the Nordic Sea [Jones and Keigwin,
1988; Vorren et al., 1988; Lehman et al., 1991]. As
notedabove,the sealevel effectsof this changewould
have an immediate impact on all ice sheets that are

groundedbelow sea level [Weertman, 1974; Hughes,

egy is to postulate discrete sources of inertia that

seem capable of pacing the responsesalong the
causal pathways that are identified in our process
model(Figure 3). We start by assumingthat the 23and 41-kyr cyclesare the responsesof a linear, single-exponential system with one input (radiation)
and one output (51s0). For these cycles,we have in
fact goodevidencefrom the coherencyspectrumthat
the 51s0 ice-volumeproxy is linear in the radiative
forcing.If sucha systemis forcedat frequencyf, the
phaselag (•) dependson the nature of the system's
response. We assumethat this responsecan be characterized by a delay (d) and a mean time constant
(T). Then • = 2•fd + arctan 2•fT [Jenkins and
Watts, 1968]. If we also assumethat d = 0, the observed phases at 23- and 41-kyr yield independent
estimates of T (70 and 37 kyr for the two bands, respective]y)which are not only much larger than values estimated by ice sheet models [Weertman, 1964],
but which are inconsistentbetween the two cycles.
However, if we solve simultaneously for d and T at
both frequencies,the solution (d = I kyr and T = 17
kyr) gives phase lags (93ø and 78ø) that match rather
well the lags observed in both cycles (87ø and 80ø).
This estimate of the time constant (17 kyr) lies well
within the theoretical range and matches an empirical estimate made by a different method [Imbrie and
Imbrie, 1980].
We interpret the delay of I kyr as due to the largest
source of inertia in an interacting cluster of initial-

1987].

response mechanisms that includes variations

With the invasion of salty Atlantic water into the
Nordic Sea, the Nordic pump is turned on and the

northern hemisphere snow fields, sea ice, winds,
and ice sheet margins (Figure 13). On the model
phase wheel in Figure 14, we designate this set of
mechanisms as subsystem S1 and its delayed responseas R1. Expressedas a phase angle, the delay
is 16ø at 23 kyr and 9ø at 41 kyr. These values are
therefore the phasesour mode] predicts for the initial
responseof the climate systemto radiative forcingin
the 23- and 41-kyr bands. Since these initial responsesare not observedin our long time series, we
note that the four-state mode]usedin Figure 3 to describe the system'sevolution doesnot permit the display of the differences which must exist between initial and preglacial states. To do this, we would have

system returns to a two-pump mode. Because this
mode shift occurs before the ice sheets have had a

chance to retreat very far, a wind field that is still
strongly influenced by the ice sheets would be expected to drive the boreal pump much faster than it
does during an interglacial. Thus the total NADW
export flux -- and therefore the flux of heat to areas
undergoing deglaciation in both hemisphereswould be at its cycle maximum early in the

deglaciation[Shackletonet al., 1988; Duplessyet al.,
1991b]. (This deductioncan be tested against other
observationswhen U/Th ages near 13 ka are avail-

able to compare with 14C ages.) The warming of
Antarctic

subsurface waters would reduce the extent

of sea ice, move the axis of maximum westerlies

back toward the Drake Passage,reduce the production of Subantarcticmodewaters, and lead quicklyto
a redistribution of nutrients among oceanreservoirs
and an increasein atmosphericC02 [Labeyrie et al.,

in

to expand the number of end-member states from
four to six.

So far, our analysis of the phase spectrumhas been
limited to the responseof one variable, 5180. We now
examine all measured phases simultaneously. Displayed as vectors in Figure 10, these fall into two
clusters,an early responsegroup and a ]ate response

1986; Labracherie et al., 1989]. What had been a
stately Milankovitch retreat now becomes a rout.

group. In a later paper we will examine the statistics

The system returns rapidly to an interglacial state,
and the cycle is complete.

vations are consistent with the hypothesis that,
within each cycle and within the range of uncertainty produced by observational error and climatic
noise, the system responseswe measure in Table 2
occurat three discrete phase intervals that lag the
postulated initial responses, R1. In Figure 14, we

6.6. System Model

We now attempt to explain the clustering of responsesin the phase spectrum. Our modeling strat-

in Table 2 in more detail and show that these obser-
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Fig. 14. Systemsmodel of the 23-kyr and 41-kyr cycles. The model attempts to identify sourcesof inertia controlling the rate at which the local responseto radiation is propagatedthrough the system. Climate is modeled
as a chain of subsystemsSi each having either a delay d or a time constantT. The initial responseto radiation
is propagatedthrough the chain, the phaselag at each step i and frequencyf being 2r•fd or arc tan 2r•fT. These
lags cumulate along the chain to yield the entire phase sequence.R• is identified as the set of initial responses;
R2 as the set of early responses;Rs as ice volume (•z80); and R4 as the set of late responses.Feedbackloopsare
shown by dashed lines. Within error bars, the model sequencesmatch the observedresponsesR2, R3, and R4
(Table 2).

designate as responsegroup R2 a set of early responsesthat includes southernhemispheresea ice,
SST, winds, ocean circulation and carbon chemistry; as R3the •z80 (ice volume)response;and as R4

aridity. Shadedarcsrepresentconfidence
intervals
with respectto R3(•180). The corresponding
subsystemsS2,S3,and S4are alsodefinedin this figure.

the set of late responsesthat includesSST and venti-

chain of four subsystemsSi, each having a quantity

lation in the boreal Atlantic

of climaticinertia parameterizedeither as a delayd

as well as continental

The systemas a wholecan nowbe modeledas a

7•2

or time constant T.
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We have alreac!•,.determined

thatthephase
oftheinitialresponse
to{•adiation,
R•,
is controlledby a delay, d = 1 kyr. We now assume

that the propagatedresponses
are controlledat each
stepin the causalchainby a time constant.The numericalproblemof accountingfor the phaseobservations is thus reduced to finding three time constants

whichyield a cumulativepattern of responses
that
match the data. Becauseresponsesare calculatedat
two frequencies,the inverseproblemis tightly consl•rained.For subsystems
S2,S3,and S4,our solution

givesvaluesof 3, 5, and 0.5 kyr, respectively.The
predictedphasesequence
just fits within the confidence intervals of the observations -- provided we

make a modestadjustmentin the zeropositionof the
forcingin the 23-kyr (precession)
band.
Up to this pointwe havetaken this to be the midmonth valuesfor June 65øN [Berger, 1978a]. By shift-

ing this arbitrary reference15ø (to June 1), the predicted values of the 23-kyr phase sequencefit the
data. (The phaseof the 41-kyr radiation cyclehas a
natural zero for all seasons and cannot be shifted.)

In section5.3 we noted that the phase of the SST re-

sponseat 41øNin the precession
band is essentially
180ø out of phase with the June i radiation curve.

This canbe seenby comparingthe phaseof variable
6 (Figure 9a) with the phaseof the radiativeforcing
in our modelof the 23-kyr band (Figure 14).
In a later paper, we calculatevaluesfor the four

inertial parameters in the 100-kyr cycle. These
proveto be the sameasvaluesfoundhere,exceptthat
the time constant for the ice sheets (S3) is 15 kyr

rather than 5 kyr. The implicationhere is that large
ice sheetsbehavedifferentlythan smalleronesbeyond some critical size.
Although the numerical problem of specifyinga
set of inertial parametersis easily solvedfor the linear case,the geophysicalproblemof identifying inertial sourcesin the real climate syst.
em presentsa
substantialchallengethat is beyondthe scopeof this
paper. The identificationsmadein Figure 14 should
be consideredspeculationsto guidefuture work.
One virtue of our systemmodelis that it emphasizestwokey rolesthat icesheetsplayin the system's
responseover a glaciationcycle. The inertial role of
the ice sheetsin pacingthe responses
has long been
understood.What has perhapsnot been emphasized

soclearlybeforeis the activerolethat ice sheetsplay
in driving responsesfarther downthe causalchain
(R4) by steeringand altering the propertiesof the
winds.

7. CONCLUSIONS

1. Glaciation cycleswith periodsnear 23,000 and
41,000 years have influencedvirtually every part of
the global climate systemfor well over 500,000 years.
To first order, these cyclesare continuous,linear responsesto orbitally driven changesin the earth's radiation budget. This provides a rare opportunity to

test models of the climate system's response to a
known external forcing.
2.

At least four end-member

states are needed to

describe the system's evolution:
interglacial,
preglacial, glacial, and deglacial. Displays using
fewer end members give a distorted view of the
glaciation process.
3. In both the 23- and 41-kyr cycles,the initial response to the forcing occurs in the Arctic, where
changesin the fresh water budget modulate the production of the overflows from the Nordic Sea that en-

train warm waters and export heat to the deep ocean.
This initial response is propagated in an orderly
progression of responses along causal pathways in
the ocean and atmosphere. These responsesarrive at
different places at different times because sourcesof
inertia that control the flow of climatic energy differ
among the mechanisms that form these causal
chains. The chain that begins with convectionin the
Nordic Sea quickly alters the extent of Antarctic sea
ice. In turn, this forces a change in the patterns of
atmospheric and oceanic flow and in the partitioning of carbon and nutrients among ocean reservoirs. These responseslead the ice sheets. On land
and in the boreal ocean, another set of responsesare
on phase with or lag the ice sheetsbecausethey are
driven by the ice sheetsthemselvesthrough their influence on the wind field. These responsesinclude
the formation of upper NADW by convectionin the
open boreal Atlantic.

4. The •i•3Cchangesin the deepAntarcticreflecta
redistribution of carbon and nutrients among ocean
reservoirs that cannot be explained as the result of
linear mixing between North Atlantic and Pacific
sources.The Southern Oceanis apparently the site of
an independent driving mechanism. Some combination of increased downward particle flux, and decreased mixing of deepwater masses with adjacent
surface or deep waters must drive Southern Ocean
carbon chemistry to the preglacial and glacial extremes suggestedby •3C data. We suggesta mechanism that emphasizes an exchange with adjacent
oceansthat is modulatedby the geostrophicresponse
to westerly winds at the Drake Passage. Whatever
the mechanism, deep water of the Southern Ocean appears to act as a net dissolved carbon sink relative to

the atmosphereand the rest of the oceanand doesso
earlyin the sequence
of responses
that leadsthe system toward a glacial state.
5.

At least four different sources of climatic iner-

tia with time constantsrangingfrom 0.5 to 5 kyr are
required to explain the clustering of responsesin

phasespectraof the 23- and41-kyrcycles.Phasesof
responses
in the 100-kyrcyclecanbe modeledby setting the 5-kyr parameterat 15kyr.
6. As the systemvariescontinuously
but at different rates amongthe four extremestates,it exhibits
shifts between two modes of ocean circulation: Each

mode is identified with a particular combinationof

pathwaysin the Atlantic'swarm-to-cold-water
conversionprocess.Early in a deglaciation,the Nordic
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and

boreal

mechanisms

reinforce

each

other

and

drive the global overturning at its maximum rate for
the cycle. Early in a preglaciation, the boreal mechanism operates alone at its minimum rate so that
overturning is then at its minimum.
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